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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
HASHPE is intended to be the most versatile
cryptocurrency for all forms of international
transactions. This HashPE EVM Blockchain based
multi- utility cryptocurrency is redefining the way
people spend and save money all across the
world, from forex to purchases of products and
services.
The HashPE token is the heart of the HASHPE
project. This one-of-a-kind token is already used in
forex trading, online and offline purchases,
savings, remittances, and staking, with potential
uses in the coming web3/metaverse world.
HASHPE is now used by a wide range of users,
including investment managers, retail traders, and
eCommerce customers. HASHPE's adaptability
sets it apart from the rest of the cryptocurrency
market.

HIGHLIGHTS
HashPE EVMBlockchain-based multiutility cryptocurrency (HashPE)
Over 200,000 active users
Global availability
It supports to create HRC 20 & HRC 721
Used for Gaming, Utility & Market Place
Online and offline transactions via
debit/credit cards
eCommerce partnerships
Safe and secure transactions
Reduced fees
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INVESTMENT PROPOSITION

KEY
DIFFERENTIATORS

While there are thousands of cryptocoins available, only a few
have been able to "connect the dots" and provide a
comprehensive set of features and benefits. HASHPE was
created to be a one-stop-shop for anyone looking for a flexible
and secure cryptocoin:

SPEED
Transactions can be performed in as little as nine seconds anywhere in the world. This makes
HASHPE one of the world's fastest cryptocurrencies. Furthermore, no other traditional
money transfer method can match HASHPE's quickness and a minimal transaction charge.

LOW TRANSACTION FEES – Hash Fee & ZERO CHARGEBACK
The effort is intended to maintain transaction fees known as Hash Fee as low as possible. This
would alleviate the irritation of many cryptocurrency users who are subjected to exorbitant
fees as a result of blockchain network congestion and other concerns. Furthermore, there
are no chargebacks, providing consumers with complete peace of mind.

SAFETY
The project was built on the HashPE blockchain, which is one of the most secure platforms
for creating and managing tokens. Since the project's inspection, there have been no
notable security breaches. Furthermore, the project creators are working on safeguards to
protect the coin from any exploitation or assaults.

NO MEDIATION
There is no requirement for a third party to execute a transaction. HASHPE is a decentralized
technology that makes permissionless transactions simple.
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PAYMENTS
People have been utilizing cryptocurrencies to make purchases for years. Many individuals,
however, continue to use traditional currencies for day-to-day purchases of products and
services. This is due to the fact that cryptocurrencies are currently limited in terms of where
they can be spent and how they can be controlled.

HASHPE AIMS TO ALTER THAT
Homes
Cars
Clothing
Electronics
Health and pet products
Food

Accessories
Flights

NFT for Games

Rental vehicles
Fuel
Vacations
Tools

Real Estate

NFT For Sports
Lending Platform
Content Subscription
Vacations Tools

HASHPE's extraordinary versatility is due to its unique features, which make it one of the
most user-friendly crypto coins on the market. The following are some of the distinctive
features:
Exchangeability and transfer of cryptocurrency.
Hassle-free payments through our global networks.
Person-to-person decentralized transactions.
Transactions in all walks of life.
Loyalty and reward programs.
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PAYMENT GATEWAY
HASHPE, as a decentralized initiative, will make it as simple as possible to make instant
payments all over the world. Powerful fraud prevention mechanisms have been put into the
network to guarantee that the payment gateway is as adaptable as possible.

FRAUD PREVENTION
The project has been tested extensively for any potential fraud attempts on the payment gateway.
The following features have been implemented into the gateway to assist keep payments secure:

Cryptography
No data saving on our servers.
AVS

Visual Cryptogram
Execution of countermeasures
for
preventing exhaustive search attacks.

SUBSCRIPTIONS AND RECURRING BILLING
Subscription will be available for purchase,

with recurring invoicing handled by the
payment gateway. As a result, consumers may quickly and easily add everything from their utilities
to credit card billing on the payment gateway.

SUPPORTED FORMS OF PAYMENT
Over 100 different payment methods will be accepted. This covers prominent payment services
like Amazon Pay, Paytm, Google Pay, Mobikwik, and others. The technology will also work with
iOS and Android devices. While the payment gateway accepts a wide range of payment systems,
it maintains no direct interaction with any end-user to offer a completely decentralized
experience.
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MULTI-CURRENCY WALLET
One of the major issues with cryptocurrency is that many of the available wallets are simply too
restrictive as to what cryptos and currencies can be stored. With the HashPE wallet, users will be able
to store up to six different fiat currencies and up to 20 different cryptocurrencies. This will make the
HashPE wallet one of the most popular wallets for individuals who wish to conduct transactions
using a variety of different currencies. We also believe that the HashPE wallet's versatility will appeal
to forex and crypto traders.

SECURITY
A number of top security features have been included into the wallet's design to guarantee
that it remains safe throughout its numerous uses:
Protection of private key of users using the combination of SHA-256 and Bcrypt
algorithms with IPFS distributed storage.
The multifactor authorization includes email, password, and three security questions.

KEY FEATURES
Here is an overview of the many top features of the HASHPE wallet:
Continued Use For Reference Payments
Support of multiple FIAT Currencies
Collaborative Clearing
Built on the HashPE Blockchain
Cross-network Transactions
It is a product of EVM Blockchain
Avoids Fiduciary Exchange Rate
More Major Alternative Cryptocurrencies
Planned For Future Support
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THE WALLET ONBOARDING PROCESS
Making the wallet onboarding procedure as simple as possible is crucial to enhancing
HASHPE's flexibility. The project was created with a simple three-step method in mind to
have consumers trading and using the coin:

DOWNLOADING THE WALLET
Users will sign up for the wallet. This will let users to download the
wallet, fill out some basic information, and begin storing and
transacting with it.

DEPOSITING FUNDS INTO THE WALLET
After downloading the wallet, the user must deposit funds in order
to purchase HASHPE.

BUY, SELL AND STAKE
After receiving their HASHPE, users may use it to make purc-hases,
sell it on an exchange, or stake a HashPE Coin.

HashPE
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FOREX TRADING
The Forex markets are currently worth
approximately $6.6 trillion dollars. As more
individuals switch from forex to crypto
trading, a coin that enables seamless
integration of both currencies will be
required.
HASHPE is currently offering MT-5 to
forex traders. The coin will let users
participate
in
forex
trading,
giving
cryptocurrency users access to a whole new
world of currency trading. The selling of the
token through trading accounts utilizing inhouse algorithms will be the first step in the
forex trading process.
The profits earned can be used to purchase
coins on the open market at the best
possible price. The charge and commission
that an FX Broker collects will benefit
individuals.
One of the biggest advantages of forex
trading using HASHPE is that there is no
middleman. This has a lot of advantages,
including eliminating counterparty risk and
allowing a large bank or hedge fund to
trade against a user. Furthermore, other
parties will have no access to the user's
trading activities. Finally, consumers will be
able to avoid the high costs associated with
traditional forex trading.

HashPE
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GAMING AND CASINOS
HASHPE will be a perfect alternative
for gamers and gamblers searching for a
crypto coin with a wide range of uses as a
decentralized currency. Tournaments, for
example, may be organized in which the
winners and runners-up of a game or
competition receive an encrypted code
that can be used to redeem HASHPE
awards.
We anticipate that gambling and gaming
will be among HashPE's fastest-growing
applications. This is due to the growing
popularity of eSports as well as the global
liberalization of gambling. HASHPE's
top security characteristics could make it
a popular cryptocurrency among gamers
and gamblers alike.

HashPE
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SHOPPING
The everyday usage of a cryptocurrency is one of the most important components in ensuring its
long-term survival. We've invented a currency that can be used in every financial transaction a person
does in their lifetime. This applies to both online and offline shopping.
HASHPE accepts a variety of payment methods, making it easier to utilize the coin in everyday life.
This provides both debit and credit card support. In addition, popular payment channels including
Paypal, Stripe, and Venmo are available. The currency also allows for inter-blockchain and crossblockchain transactions.
Another important aspect of the HashPE wallet is that users will be able to see pricing in local
currencies based on their location. This is very useful for international traveler's.
Here are some other features that are designed to spur increased shopping with the
Cryptocurrency :
Minimum response time for payment processing
Reduced price offers
Multi-point shipping deductions for qualified buyers
As the project grows, we'll be seeking additional businesses that wish to offer incentives to attract
HASHPE users. This can include everything from discounts to rebates and exclusive goods and
services.

HashPE
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SUPPLY CHAIN
HASHPE will benefit a wide range of people, not only shoppers. Retailers
and manufacturers will find the coin to be a significant resource due to its
security. Due to the cryptocurrency's fraud-proof, smart contract design,
disputes can be addressed with this coin. Important functions will be able to
be handled throughout the supply chain including the following:

PRODUCT RETURNS
PRODUCT EXCHANGES
DISPUTE MANAGEMENT
ISSUANCE OF REFUNDS

HashPE
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FUTURE USES OF THE HASHPE
HASHPE will be "futureproof" due to its adaptability since it will be able to participate in future
blockchain and offline advancements. For instance, here is a look at ways that HASHPE can be
used in the future:

The metaverse is still a new concept for most people, and they are unsure how it will be
used. However, we can be certain that most metaverse users will wish to make
purchases with a private, decentralized cryptocurrency. Cryptocoin users who already
use the cryptocoin for shopping or forex trading will be able to utilize it for metaverse
apps with ease. We can also expect the effort to create a Web 3 platform metaverse.

FUTURE FINANCIAL PRODUCTS
It's possible that in the future, new financial goods and technologies may arise. HashPE
should be well-prepared to deal with any new financial products that emerge. The project
development team will remain active to ensure that HASHPE remains one of the most
versatile cryptocurrencies available.

HashPE
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ABOUT THE HASHPE CURRENCY
HashPE is designed to do more than many other traditional
cryptocurrencies. Here is a look at the many ways that this coin
can be used:

MULTI-CURRENCY
EXCHANGE

CRYPTOCURRENCY/
FIAT INTERNATIONAL BANK

WORLDWIDE MONEY
TRANSFERS
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VAULT

DIGITAL WALLET

ACCESS TO MFS
(MOBILE FINANCIAL SYSTEM)
FOR MAKING PAYMENT
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HASHPE ICO
The successful launch of the Cryptocoin Initial Coin Offering (ICO) lies at the heart of this initiative.
The project is intended to attract a large number of users from the start due to the cryptocurrency's
appealing features:
Advanced Blockchain technology

Unmatched strength

Best in class assets

Transparency

A fully realized business ecosystem

Reliable security

The Initial Coin Offering (ICO) is being promoted to key members of the
community in order to secure the cryptocurrency's successful debut. This is
who want a flexible, decentralized cryptocurrency with forex trading applications
in-demand. The rapid acceptance of this group of bitcoin users has aided in the
user base.

trade and financial
because customers
would be the most
rapid growth of the

HASHPE now has over 200,000 active users all over the world. As we add more use cases for
the cryptocoin, we expect that number to skyrocket. This includes one of the most powerful
staking and affiliate programs available.

The funds raised from the ICO have been used to keep the project running. This includes an
allocation to the following:

Management

General information purposes

Operations

Funds for global legacy

Technology development

Funds for inclusion foundation

Marketing and promotion
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COIN NAME: HASHPE

SYMBOL: HPE

NETWORK: HashPE Chain

TOTAL SUPPLY OF COIN: 500 BILLION

INITIAL Price: $50

To maximize its utility across numerous
channels, HASHPE will have a low initial
price. A total of 500 billion coins will be
available in the HashPE Chain coin's
circulation supply.

HashPE
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ROADMAP

APR- May 2022

MAY- JUN 2022

Beginning in May 2022, HashPE will be available for use
for utility bills, brand vouchers & shopping through QR
codes.

ICO launching with 50%
of the coin.

JUN- 2022

The coin will be available
for DISCORD

The coin will be available
for NFT & METAVERSE.

FOURTH QUARTER 2022

JUL2022

The coin will be available for casino
gaming and Forex trading will be
added through the MT5 platform.

HASHPE will be available through
major exchanges.

Be sure to check out contact information to find our social media accounts and
website to stay up to date on the latest additions to our roadmap. We anticipate
more additions to the project throughout 2022 and beyond.
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COIN ALLOCATION
HASHPE will have the majority of its allocation sold globally
with a healthy reserve fund to maintain the integrity of the
project. Other allocations will go toward the advisor fund as
well as the HASHPE community:

10%

COMMUNITY

12%

ADVISOR FUND

$

08%

RESERVE FUND

70%

SALE GLOBALLY

HashPE
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TOKENS

HRC-20 Token Standard
HRC20 is a token standard for issuing and managing tokens created
on the Hashpe blockchain. The HRC20 standard defines the rules
that every token in the network must follow. These include the rules
for issuance of new tokens, performing and approving a token
transfer, sending and receiving tokens, and more. All tokens on the
HRC 20 network will be supported by specific digital wallets, and can
be swapped, transferred, and shared, given that they follow the rules
specified under the HRC 20 contracts, including totalSupply(),
balanceOf(), transfer(), approve(), transferFrom(), and allowance().
Besides that, HRC 20 tokens may also follow the options rules,
including Token Name, Token Abbreviation, and Token Precision.

Homes
Cars
Clothing
Electronics

Accessories

Health
Food

Vacations
Tools

Flights
Rental vehicles
Fuel

HRC-721 Token Standard
NFT for Games

NFT For Sports
Real Estate
Lending Platform
Content SubsHashPEtion
Vacations Tools

HRC 721 is a type of standard interfaces for issuing Non-Fungible
Token (NFT) on the Hashpe network. It was the first non-fungible token
(NFT) standard on Hashpe’s network, and it also increases the token
values as unique. HRC 721 will play an equal role as same as HRC 20
Token. HRC 721 will allow any type of digital or tangible assets in the
real world. It will be able to represent any type of digital or tangible
assets in the real world, which means it opens the gate for people to
own and manage the data related to the specific tangible asset. This
token standard is the inheritance of HRC 721 standards with
transparency, scalability and security.

Creating Such Tokens in HashPE Chain
Creating Hassle Free Smart Contract

HPE is mandatory for transactions

HashFee is the transaction Fee involved

Every Tokens to burns HPE for every

HashFee is about 2% charged on transactions

Transactions

The Fee is charged to take back HPE Coin
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PE connect – Networking Token
This PEconnect token is for affiliate marketing and
networking purpose users can earn PE Connect by
referring other by participating in networking plan.

Hashswap- Multi Utility
The HASHPE swap token Hashswap is a HRC 20
token that originally launched on Hashpe smart chain.
The main function of Hashswap is to incentivize the
liquidity provision to the Hashpe swap platform. Users
can stake their tokens to earn rewards, which is done
by depositing Liquidity Provider tokens and locking
them up.

Hashkart – e-Commerce
Hashkart is HRC 20 token used for E –
commerce, users can buy products from hashkart
E- commerce store similar to Amazon and
Flipkart. while making payment users can select
fiats as well as in hashkart crypto token.
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IUSD- stable token
I USD is a type of cryptocurrency that is referred to as
a stable coin. Stable coins are cryptocurrencies where
the price is designed to be pegged to a cryptocurrency,
fiat money, or to exchange-traded commodities.

Pehash- Utility
A PEHASH utility token is a HRC 20 crypto token that
serves some use case within a specific ecosystem. These
tokens allow users to perform some action on a certain
network. A utility token is unique to its ecosystem. Utility
tokens are not mineable cryptocurrencies. They are
usually pre-mined, being created all at once and
distributed in a manner chosen by the team

Hashplay – Gaming
HASHPLAY is a HRC 20 Gaming Coin. Gaming Coins are
used mostly in games that involve money that circulates
in earnings and purchases, with it listed as a blockchain in
the decentralized market. These games have the potential
of making "billionaires" for certain people, focusing on the
growth of the coins .
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TRANSPARENCY
As cryptocurrency is used by both professional investors and regular cryptocurrency
users, it is critical that the whole community be confident in the project. As a result,
HASHPE is audited by a third party, with the results of the audit being made public.
The audit will be carried out on a yearly basis.

SAFEGUARDS
Integrity is important to the HASHPE project. That is why the project's founders
have put measures in place to avoid cryptocurrency exploitation at the expense of
the average coin holder. With this in mind, the currency was designed with several
restrictions in mind. Holders of HASHPE will be unable to accomplish the following:
Property

Any type of values in any of the projects business ecosystem entities

Rights

Partner companies

Revenues

Equity
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PROFIT OPPORTUNITIES
The potential to make money by staking the tokens is one of the most appealing aspects of the
HashPE initiative. Stakeholders will be required to supply the following information in order to be
eligible for staking:
A valid mobile number is mandatory
A valid email address.

Must be at least 18 years of years

These standards are in place to protect the project's integrity while also adhering to local laws and
regulations.

HashPE
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TEAM
To ensure a well-rounded endeavour, the project has formed a diverse team with substantial
legal, marketing, financial, and blockchain expertise.
The project’s legal team will also take care of all legal aspects/risks related to establishing entities
in other countries. The marketing team will handle outreach through various social media
channels as well as personal outreach to influential members of the financial and blockchain
community.
The internal sales team is being supported strongly by our Core Team, Trust, and Community. All
members of this team are heavily experienced. A portion of the Capital Reserve has been set
aside to cover unanticipated expenses.
In addition to this, initially allocated HashPEs will be utilized for funding of the following
activities:

LEGAL COSTS

MARKETING

COMPENSATING TEAM

Note that all sales from the ICO sales are final and are not refundable
This condition is applicable even if the ICO would not have raised the minimum
amount.

HashPE
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PROJECT SECURITY
Security has been of the utmost importance since day one of the project. While we have covered
the security features governing the HASHPE wallet, we wanted to go over the “backroom”
security to protect the project from any potential major hacks and compromises.
Multi-factor biometric authentication model is the base of all security protocols. This is to make
sure hackers do not get even a single point to attack. We are also committed to ensuring role
based access to the system for all of the registered users. Every user’s access to the system will be
authorized, authenticated and logged.
A team of heavily experienced security professionals will be deployed for continuous autonomous
monitoring of logs. The team will also actively take countermeasures based on AML integrations
for blocking access of suspect users. Implementations of security protocols will help ensure secure
mobile access for users. Moreover, our system will become easy-to-use for our registered users.
Partners will help ensure cybersecurity systems based on artificial intelligence. The end-to-end
rotation system will also be an essential part of the security system. This is to keep all types of
sensitive data encrypted. The use of end-to-end rotation SHA algorithms will play an important
role. All sensitive transactions will be verified through fingerprints, facial recognition, and voice
recognition system.
KYC, MSB, AML, timely backups, and contingency plans will also be an essential part of the security
process. Cold storage solutions, multi-signature wallets, online/oﬄine auditing of security will also
play a key role in making the project’s ecosystem applications secure.
All this will mainly ensure direct access to cryptocurrencies and blockchains to carry out
transactions.
Additionally, all users will receive cross-platform support for iOS/Android and web apps as a part
of the security process.
Finally, the project will be continuously updated to patch any security issues and stay up-to-date
with newly released versions of iOS and Android.

HashPE
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RISK
Both investors and consumers are exposed to risk in all cryptocurrency projects. Here is a list
of potential risks to consider before making a project investment:

No advice.
Regional restrictions
Limitations of liability

No representations by you
No warranties

Token Sales Risk

Forward looking statements and cautionary notes

Since HashPE COIN is legally not qualified as a security, it cannot be an investment and
security.
For detailed information in this regard, all investors and users are advised to read the legal
governance and compliance section of this whitepaper.

HashPE
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CONTACT INFORMATION
You can seek future updates about our project via the following social media channels. We
recommend that you follow us on Twitter first for the latest updates on the project. If you
would like to contact us with any questions, you are welcome to email us. We have a team
always ready to respond to inquiries.
Finally, we invite you to visit our official websites at
www.hashpe.org or
www.hashpe.io,www.hashpe.uk for staking
opportunities.

https://www.facebook.com/HASHPE

https://www.instagram.com/HASHPE

https://twitter.com/HASHPE

https://www.linkedin.com/company/HASHPE

https://www.reddit.com/user/HASHPE

